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The following questions are to be answered using a 5 point scale, where "1"
and "5" will be defined and "3" always stands for the midpoint. For example,
if a course is slightly below the midpoint in a given aspect, mark "2" for
that item. Only one response is allowed for each question.
RATING SCALE 1= Defined extreme
2=
3= Midpoint
4=
5= Defined extreme
Question

Mean StDevP Count 1 2 3 4

5

N01. Do you feel that the TA chose material that was valuable and appropriate?
1 = inappropriate, e.g., too difficult, too easy
5 = just right

5.00

0

32

0 0 0 0 32

N02. How well was the TA's presentation of material organized?
1 = congested; disorganized
5 = clear; concise

4.97

0.17

32

0 0 0 1 31

N03. Was there ample opportunity to ask questions in sections?
1 = no opportunity
5 = ample chance

5.00

0

32

0 0 0 0 32

N04. Was the TA willing to provide help for the students who needed it?
1 = seemed unwilling to help
5 = seemed interested in being helpful

5.00

0

31

0 0 0 0 31

N05. Was the TA able to explain difficult material clearly and concisely?
1 = not at all
5 = extremely well

4.97

0.17

32

0 0 0 1 31

N06. How much did you learn from the discussion sections?
1 = nothing
5 = a great deal

4.94

0.35

31

0 0 1 0 30

N07. Did the TA hold regular office hours and make accommodations for those students
who could not come at the scheduled times?
1 = missed office hours regularly and was not accommodating to
students with conflicts
5 = held regular office hours and was accommodating to students with
time conflicts

5.00

0

30

0 0 0 0 30

N08. The TA deserves an overall rating of:
1 = a very poor TA
5 = an excellent TA

4.97

0.17

31

0 0 0 1 30
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C01. What do you feel was the most valued part of the sections?
8605. Working on problems and discussing them with classmates.
27571. Zhou's ability to answer all questions.
30769. Key concepts overview and practice problems.
11805. Zhou gave a great overview of the lecture material at the beginning of the section- it was so helpful for overall understanding.
20137. the TA is really helpful in explaining the concepts and answer questions! And I really learned a lot from the sections!
29967. Going over problems was very useful
23375. The organized and clear worksheets with notes and practice problems were really great!!!
7507. I think that the worksheets were extremely helpful, as it helped with the written portion of the prelims, and taught us to apply
macroeconomics to situations. Pace and instruction was meticulous and concise.
41188. The way Zhou presented material and explained things was very good
23307. Doing problems
13889. clarifying what the professor presented in lecture, and leading guided practice problems
13840. handouts summarizing the lectures
4236. Practice questions.
32981. His eagerness to teach and help those who needed help.
26899. The practical questions that may appear on the exam. Those study notes and practice questions really helped me prepare for the exams.
26911. Zhou is possibly the best TA I have had and he conducted a great section
10668. The concept summary and the practice questions.
20191. Doing practice problems and clarifying issues or concepts I didn't understand with my TA.
21359. Going over the long answer questions
21335. The ta answering questions very thoughtfully
23323. He was an amazing TA and taught the material very thoroughly
10614. Problem-solving walkthroughs and asking questions.
26908. Zhou took the time to answer questions and explained the problems thoroughly
33841. I think going over the questions and being able to ask questions was the most valuable part.
30672. Zhou explained the concepts really well and the section is a really great way for reviewing and practicing the materials.
33726. I absolutely loved my Discussion section. It was by far the most valuable part of the class because I felt like I really could understand
all of the material through it. I wish that I could have had more discussion sections rather than lecture.
8606. The sample problems were decent examples of what we would see on exams, so they were a good part of discussion
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C02. What do you feel is the least valued part of the sections?
8605. The computing details.
27571. They got too big before finals.
30769. None.
11805. Nothing! It was great
20137. the section is great overall!
29967. I thought the entire section was helpful and useful.
23375. N/A- Zhou was probably one of the best TA's I've had so far
7507. I didn't see anything wrong with the section.
23307. Nothing much
13840. nothing
4236. Nothing is really not valuable.
26911. N/A
20191. Nothing, I found them to be very valuable.
21359. None
21335. The worksheets were not that helpful
23323. Nothing they were all amazing and hepful
26908. na
33841. There was none.
33726. I really felt like if anything they weren't long enough.
8606. The least valued part was that it tended to drag on
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C03. What improvements (if any) should be made to the sections?
8605. Not any.
27571. Individual sign-ups are more effective.
30769. None.
11805. Continue giving great content summaries and completing problems in a an easy to understand way.
20137. the section is great overall!
29967. The format of sections is good as it is.
23375. I feel the sections should give practice problem homework.
7507. I have no critiques.
23307. More office hours
13840. nothing, very well structured
4236. A little more participation. I know it's hard to prompt because it takes us the students and because it was a big class but I like it when
sections get talking.
26911. N/A
20191. In section we should review the exam after everyone has taken it so that we can learn from our mistakes.
21359. None
23323. none
26908. na
33841. None
33726. None
8606. I think if the discussion sold up that could be an improvement
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C04. General critique
8605. The sections are great.
30769. Zhou is an excellent TA. He knows the course material very well, and is good at explaining concepts. He always gives clear and
concise answers to students' questions.
11805. none
20137. the TA really explains questions clearly!
29967. Sections were very helpful
23307. None
13889. an excellent TA
4236. Zhou Fan did a great job and helped me do well in the course.
26899. Fan was a great TA! He was very essential to my learning process, and I was glad to have him as a TA. He's very responsive over
emails and answers questions clearly and patiently. He also elucidated complex lecture materials in a way that made it very easy to understand.
26911. Very insightful and has a great understanding of the content
20191. Best TA I've ever had. Very good at teaching the material to the students. Very good at answering questions.
21359. None
23323. Great job!
26908. Zhou Fan was the best TA I've ever had in any course. He really cared about his students and went out his way to accommodate them
and their needs. He really helped my grade for this class and I think he should be recognized for his excellent work as a TA
18198. He should be the real teacher
33841. None
33726. Fantastic TA! I really felt like everything was so clear.

